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Jade Garden, a Luxurious Star Hotel, is centrally located and is

situated in the heart of historic city of the Mysore. It is very near to

Mysore Law Courts, just 2 km from the Railway Station, Mysore

Palace and Central bus stand. It is ideally ...
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About Us

Jade Garden, a Luxurious Star Hotel, is centrally located and is situated in the heart of historic city of

the Mysore. It is very near to Mysore Law Courts, just 2 km from the Railway Station, Mysore Palace

and Central bus stand. It is ideally located in the heart of the city away from traffic but in a serene and

peaceful locale.

This Luxurious Star Hotel in Mysore, understands the finer points of hospitality and Suite. Indulge

yourself in a lifestyle of Suite at our star hotel and the unparalleled comfort they offer. The Leading

Mysore’s featured hotel cater to the discriminating few, where first class service is a norm rather than

an exception and offering all the possibilities for family getaways, romantic escapades and business

meetings. 

The hotel with star facilities offers comfortable and luxurious, spacious accommodation along with

state-of-the-art amenities and flawless services to the guests, will take you to a world of subtle

elegance and ambience and an unforgettable experience. We will captivate your senses with the

shared - and distinctive - signatures of elegance in design, innovation in hospitality, and genuine

service. The hotel is complimented with a Multi-cuisine restaurant that offers a wide range of

Continental, Chinese, South & North-Indian cuisines. Jade Garden is an ideal hotel for both corporate

& leisure loving patrons.

Jade Garden is punctuated with great food and a very friendly ambience, all of...

For more information, please visit

https://www.indiamart.com/jade-garden/aboutus.html
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OTHER SERVICES: 

Comfort Rooms Suite Rooms

Curry Leaf

P
roducts &

 S
ervices
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Jade Garden
Contact Person: Manager 

No. 1064/1, Jayalakshmivilas Road Near Law Courts, Chamarajapuram
Mysore - 570005, Karnataka, India
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